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                                   ABSTRACT                                       
ABSTRACT 
Limited partnership is a kind of ancient commercial organization source in 
the British and American Law，Refers to the general partners and limited partners, 
The general partner of the partnership is to take unlimited liabilities ,while the 
limited partners is to take limited liabilities rely on his capital contributions. 
Limited partnership combined limited liability and unlimited liability, has a 
double advantage of general partnership and company, it’s flexible and efficient 
in economic activity, Especially conducive to the development of high-tech 
enterprises and venture capital investment. In 2006 China revised the" 
partnership enterprise law" provisions of the limited partnership system, 
enriching our business organization, laid the foundation for the development of 
our limited partnership system. In the system of limited partnership, the 
distribution of profit and loss of limited partnership related to each partner 's 
direct benefit, which is the core contents of the limited partnership system. As in 
this paper, the first chapter introduces the history of limited partnership, then 
made a preliminary analysis of the present situation of the distribution of profit 
and loss of limited partership. The second chapter spread out key analysis to 
these problems on the distribution of profit and loss of limited partnership. the 
causes and mechanism of these existing problems are discussed. the third chapter 
put forward proposals in order to solve those problems that mentioned in the 
second chapter. In the end of the thesis, Once again elaborated the author's 
viewpoint: The distribution of profit and loss of limited partnership enterprise is 
its core content, related with the vital interests of each partner; At the same time, 
the system of limited partnership in our country is still not fully matured, still 
have lardge development space. To sum up, this paper is a discussion focused on 














thoese ideas in this paper can provide a little help to the development of limited 
partnership. 
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